











































































































1 _Part I

Under DC excitations we know the capacitor

behaves as an open circuit Therefore we have
thpoint

Mr
Rs From the picture

we deduce that
Vi

0 Velo T
1point

Part II
Next we transform the

arait into the s domain

using a current sorce
to account for the initial

condition

11777
Rz

Vols

Fc qui
2points
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Part II
We use sorce transformation

to redraw the

arait al

1 17 17
2

Rs Fsc R V0

1 0
Ettpoint

We can now use current division tofind
the current through the R2 impedance

as

sc
Cri

Finally

Vols Rick
s
s.fi

IEsii spoinA
















































































































Part IV
Zero state component corresponds

to when

the initial conditions are set
to zero

Therefore

ItIpointNot FRIRIF.si
Zero input component corresponds

to when

the input is set
to zero Therefore

Waits 2192 Espoint

PartV
Forced component corresponds

to the poles

of the input
In this case the input has

a pole at 0 To answer the greation we

use partial fractions
to decompose V s as

Volsl t














































































































We use the residue method to find A B

A state
Ravi

FRz

B line I

line

I
ItEt.fi it

III














































































































Therefore we conclude that

1pointVolaris REITs

Warts III stiff and














































































































2 _Part I

Under DC excitation we know the inductor

behaves as a short circuit Therefore we have

Fromthepristine

MTT we deduce that
i R R L

idol in

1point

Part II
We transform the arait into the S domain

using a voltage
source to represent the initial

condition of the inductor

MR
THEATRE 981s

Vid

sLgFE ftp.ntfrI arant
I Lia R 1pointfor

correctinitial
conditionof
inductor














































































































Part II

We use the node labels provided
in the

plotabove Rightaway
we have that

VA Vils VD Lia 1point

Because of ideal op amp
conditions we know

that the op amp has infinite input
impedance

and hence R and SL are in series with the

voltage source Lia Therefore

VE 2 24a 1point

KCL node

VB VA VB Volt VB K O

1point
KCL node

In Ivc Volt Vc V0 1point

Finally we do not write KCL for the output
node of the opamp relying instead on

ideal opamp conditions














































































































Vc VE 1point

Therefore we have
2RLia

V0 IVC VB IL
VB

Substituting into KCCfor

VB Vit VB VB 1B74 0

VB Vit VB VB

Seence
K

And therefore

Vold 24 ft 314

flat














































































































Part

Substituting the valves provided
we get

Vola

1
s

thpoint

Taking inverse Laplace transforms we get

v14 L éᵗ é
E ult

1 et 4 e
t
ult

1 point














































































































33 PartI

To compute the gain and phase foretone
we

embrate the transferforetion at s jw

TIjwt.LI jw so

Therefore

ITWY f.ITI aothfTow
t1point

LTIjwl I arctanfff.ttpoint
Part II

THE 50
170.5point

IT joll wh.gg TjwH 0EtO 5point














































































































TIJO Iz 0 rad 0.5point

Tjoo I I Ird 10.5point
2 2

To compute the cutoff frequencies we have to

compute the maximum value of the gunfunction

Note that IT jw
and 1Thjul achieve the

maximum at the same point so we use the

latter which is easier to derive

w

We derive it

2 ff.fi i
owc4w 2aw

This vanishes when the numerator vanishes i e

0 200W 20000W 200W w 100














































































































i e w o or w 100

W 110

w To
So the maximum is

tax.ita.i f f1point

Therefore the cutoff frequencies
are foundby

solving

EIwfDI atte

1005in its
242W 100 WYt109W

100 WY 949W 0 WIZ

2 1412 100 0

2 1417820 40.7928
140.287
















































































































Therefore
0.8442 1pointWe_TE
41.843

Part III

Howl FIFTY
For was 1Thjul w

For WDS ITEM
Sketches can be done in linear or logarithmic

scale

logThull

0.5point














































































































This is a bandpafitter 1point














































































































PartIV

The input is

Vmlt 0.330s 1T as 4 0.25 as1301713

We therefore compute

Tj 0.164 KT1j 1.389 rad

1715211 0.877 αT j2 0.266rad

IT j30 0.31 α T1j30 1.21rad

Therefore

V8 t 0.0559s 1.75 0.8770s 2 0.266

0.079 as 130 0.968
1point

Yes the transferfunction reasonably

accomplished the engineer's goals
The time

varying bins almost disappeared
in thefiltered

signal and the wise was significantly
reduced Meanwhile the signal with frequency



























































































2nd s remained strong 1point

original signal filteredsignal
vault VI














































































































4 Part I

We find the poles of the transfer fruction
8 795 10 0

s 195K 1 4 0

Therefore
1point

To sf.SI
α 141point
2 10Part II

Tist
I

1 III 1point

Ils I 1 1 111 1point

We have manipulated the numerator denomine

tor of these transfer functions
to make sure

we can design arants that do not employ
inductors We design them next a voltage
dividers














































































































11107 0 THE
10K OFF

Fifpoint Ils
Part III

1point

No matter how we connect the circuits

in part II there is bad 1point

FEEL

Mkt
This means that the actual transfer

function for the
interconnection is not

751 ICs This explains why after
filteringrank

the output is not exathythe same as the one

we computed in Q3 Part V 1point














































































































PartN
To avoid loading we could use a voltage

follower The gainof a VF is 1
1point

TEETHE
TE TE stay

with this design stage 2 does not
load

stage 1 because of the x inpticedane of
the opamp Also stage

3 does not load

stage 2 because of the Toptimpedence
of the opamp Therefore the transferfruition

ofthe
interconnection is

Tls Ils 1 Tz S Tls ICS
as the engineer had originally

intended

This will make the output of the filtered
signal gal to our answer in Q 3 Part IV

1point
















































5 Part I

16

mail.MN a 76

It 1 extra point
Part I

It is not a low pass filter because the

signal with smaller frequency
her a significantly

smaller gave them the signal
with higher

frequency 0.5extrapoint

It couldbe a high passfilter It couldalso be

a bandpass or a bandstop filter
170.5extra point



6 _Part I

This is a voltage follower We therefore

know that

Voltl rift the gain is 1

Its extrapoint
Part II

The questionasks why using

Dyes rottagefkowffey
instead of using simply

D
The answer is to avoid loading If
stage I does not

traeotputimpedance
and stage 2 does not

have a input impedance

then simply connecting the stages create

loading



Instead using a voltage follower in between

makes sure loading is avoided In this

way the output voltage of stage 1 is

actually delivered to stage 2 We
have

used this in Q4 Part IV 1 extra
point


